The Throne of Solomon
laid against a perpendicular cliff—the home of the shepherds.
We were still far above the region of villages.
The shelter, if it can be called such, for the wall was barely
two feet high, contained four sacks of wool, a goatskin or two,
a rug, shearing scissors, and half the carcase of a goat or sheep,
which was evidently being eaten joint by joint by the shep-
herds. Beside these things we camped, while in the gathering
darkness the flock returned, and filled the narrow couloir
above us, indistinctly bleating and pattering as the shepherds
milked it—a friendly sound in that austere place.
The night was very cold. My aneroid had not yet reached
a level low enough for its activities, so that we must have
slept at well over 10,000 feet. The gully was too narrow for
moonlight: it shone on the rocks above; in the darkness below
the flock slept with little shufflings now and then, and a cold
still wind crept over the ground.
Next morning we started at- seven and parted with our
shikari. He had apologized for.asking as much as sixpence a
day, and was crushed with dumb gratitude when I paid him
his time back to Darijan and a small present over. And it was
after this moment of emotion that we heard of the iniquity of
Takht-i-Suleiman and the engineer.
As we now descended, streams began to come into our
valley from the right—foaming waters called Barir, which is
the name of all this region. One of the chief difficulties in
mountain geography is that peaks actually hardly ever have a
name: passes have names, and grazing grounds have a minute
variety of names, but the summits, being of no use to anyone,
are not bothered about unless they are as striking as the Matter-
horn. The result is that a new mountain will be introduced in
three or four different ways, according to the side from which
it is approached, for the shepherds will refer to it everywhere
by the name of the last grazing ground on their own side.

